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Elastic Wave Motion and a Nonuniform Magnetic Field in
Electrical

Conductors
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Department of Geophysics,University of Western Ontario
London, Ontario, Canada

An applied magneticfield will perturb an elasticwave that is passingthrough an electrical
conductor.Nonuniformity in the applied field introducesan extra dissipativeeffect that is
not present for a uniform applied field. In this paper one case of the interaction of elastic
wave motion with a nonuniform field is solved by means of series expansionsin the two
dimensionlessperturbation parameters involved. The effect of the nonuniform field dominates
the effect of the uniform field in regions where the local field strength is less than half of
the change in field strength per wavelength. For seismic waves in the core of the earth, the
effect would be most important for long-wavelength standing modes of free vibration. However, taking accepted values for the conductivity and field strength in the core, the effect of
the nonuniform field is found to be insignificant,as is the uniform field effect.

INTRODUCTION

[1965]. These authors concludethat the effect
is
indeed insignificant,but it is important to
The elementaryprinciples of electromagnetic
note that their estimates of attenuation are
theory predict that an applied magnetic field
will perturb an elastic wave that is passing basedon theory for a uniform appliedfield.
The magneticfield in the earth'scorecannot,
through an electrical conductor, because the
of
course,be uniform everywhere,and it is the
motion associatedwith the wave will give rise
purpose
of this paper to developthe theory for
to inducedfieldsand currents,and there will be

some energy dissipated.The quantitative estimate of this perturbation followed from the
generalization of AlfvSn's treatment of magnetohydrodynamic waves to include mediums
that were compressibleand were of finite conductivity [Herlo/son,1950; van de Hulst, 1951;
Anderson,1953; Ba2os, 1955].
The interaction of longitudinalwave motions
with an applied magnetic field has interested
geophysicists
becausethis interaction must take
place when seismicwaves passthrough the core
of the earth where the electricalconductivityis
high and the magnetic field, as predicted by
dynamo theory, is strong. The question is
whether the interaction

will affect the seismic

waves,or whetherit is negligible.The problemis
treated by Knopo# [1955], Ba•os [1956],
Knopo# and MacDonald [1958], and Kraut
• Based on a Ph.D. thesissubmitted by F. E. M.
Lilley to the University of Western Ontario, Canada.
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a particular case of the interaction of elastic
wave motion

with

a nonuniform

field to find

the order of magnitudeof the extra attenuation
involved.A nonuniformfieldmay be expectedto
introduceextra energylossbecause,as the wave
passes,the translation of the material will also

inducecurrentsin additionto the compressionexpansioncycle that causesthe energy lossin
a uniform

field.

The problemis initially onein magnetoelasticity. A generalnonuniformmagneticfield is
difficultto treat mathematically,
and the few
previous publications on wave motion in a
nonuniform field have all assumed the more

simplecaseof infinite conductivity[Gajewski
and Winterberg,1963,1965; Uberoi,1964;and
Plato, 1964]. However,we must considerthe
conductivity
to befinitefor energylossto occur
at all. We treat the most simple case of a
nonuniformfield in rectangularCartesian co-

ordinates,
and,havingfoundtheresultforplane
wavespropagatingin an infinite medium,we
shall apply it to seismicwaves in the earth's
core. This paper doesnot take into accountthe
possibleextra energylosscloseto the boundaries
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of the medium,which hasbeenshownin experiments by Lilley and Carmichael [1968] to be
,appreciable
under someconditions.
STATEMENT OF •PRoBLE!V•

We wish to investigate a special caseof magnetoelastic wave motion in a nonuniform ap-

pliedfieldB. whichis of the formB. = • E. (z).

SMYLIE

without loss of generality, we can take to be
zero.

The equilibrium Lorentz force may now be
expressedas

Lo =
and the resulting strain in the medium, e•(x),
is given by

We seek wave motion solutions for an infinite,

ex(x)
= 12 f Lo dx

plane, longitudinalwave that is traveling in
the x direction, perpendicularto the applied
field. This particular casehas been chosenfor

pigEl

the convenienceof having all derivatives zero

-- plggl
2•k'-•-[-constant

with respectto y and z. Becausethe motion
associated with the wave is in the direction of

increasingfield strength and cuts acrossthe
field lines,the effectof the nonuniformityshould
be clearlyevident.
Equilibrium conditions.The magnetic field
that has been specifiedimposesthe condition
that an equilibrium current density .10 must

where pl and O•1are the density and primary
elastic velocity of the medium before the application of the field. Since we are treating an
infinite medium, we can arbitrarily choosethe
strain at the origin to be zero, and the constant
vanishesfrom the last expression.
If the density
of the mediumis now describedby p(x), we have

be present,

2

Jo=-l(VxBo)
= --•1tz dx
tz
where /z representspermeability and the displacementcurrent is taken as zero. There will

p(x) 1- p•x

Pl --

2gplOtl
2

to order (e•)1for small strains.
The generalform of this equilibriumcondition,
from the theory of elasticity, is

be a Lorentz force interaction L0 between this

-- 1'o= a•'VVßUo -- fV x V x Uo

equilibrium current density and the magnetic
field given by

Lo= JoXBo
= --•'BødBø
lz dx

where 1'0 is the body force per unit mass and
a and fi are the primary and secondaryelastic
velocities. For Lorentz body forces only,

L0= pF0.
Becausethe medium is elastic, strain will occur
Disturbance of equilibrium. The equations
until this equilibrium Lorentz force is opposed have the general form

exactly by the elastic restoringforce at each
point. Let us denote the resulting equilibrium
displacement
by U0 (x).
The current density must have associated
with it an electric field E0 such that for no motion

J0 = • E0, where• is the electricalconductivity.
From Maxwell's secondequation we have the
equilibriumconditionthat V x E0 = 0; hence,

= o

J = -1(VxB)
VxE

=

OB

----

Ot

L=JxB

J = a(rq-vxS)
O2U
Ot•'

The condition that the problem be one dimensional with y and z derivatives zero therefore

produces
the constraintthat dBo/dx= p where wherev denotesparticlevelocity.
p is a constant, and the inhomogeneousfield
of our problem is restricted to one of uniform
gradient. We write it as B0 = 2 (px q- B2) where
B2 is the field strength at the origin, which,

We considera small disturbance,such that
departures from the equilibrium values are
small, and adopt the following notation for the
disturbed quantities:

EI,ASTIC

WAVE

MOTION

Total magnetic induction
Electric

AND

NONUNIFORM

B=Bo+b
E=Eo+e

field

Current density
Lorentz force per unit, volume
Particle displacement
Body force per unit mass
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pL, we have

J:Jo+j

d•u•

w•

•. + -•
o• u•

F =Fo+f

The equilibrium equations subtract from the
general set above to give the following set,

which have been linearized by ignoring the
products of small quantities:

1= ! [(vxSo)
xb+ (Vxb)xSo] (2)
0211

j = a(e nu VXBo)

F1ELD

and, because,for Lorentz body forcesonly, ls --

L =Lo
q-I
U=Uo+u

--f = a•'VV.u -- fV xV xu

MAGNETIC

(4)

Upon taking the curl of this last equation, we

I d
•zpc•
•' dx (•o)

=0

(0)

The pair of coupled equations 5 and 6 must

now be solved for us and b• to give the wave
propagation.
At this point, a note may be made regarding
the linearization of (2) to (4) above, which required that Bo > b. At the origin, where Bo is
zero, this condition is not satisfied.However,
the amplitudeof b dependsupon the amplitude
of vibration, which may be taken as being
arbitrarily small. Therefore the range of nonlinearity is reducedto an arbitrarily small region about the origin. Elsewherethe linearity
approximation is valid.

obtain

SOLUTION BY EXPANSION IN PERTURBATION

1__
V xV xb =
of Cartesian

0b+

SERIES

V x(v

Taking the case where the applied field is
given by Bo = px, we wish to solve (5) and (6)
for usand b,. We reducethe equationsto dimen-

resolutes

•2b•a• Obx/Ot= 0

sionless form and seek solutions that are series

expansionsin terms of the two perturbation
parameters that become evident.

Ob•,

•b,,- o'•'•- = 0
Obz

Taking Umax
as the greatestamplitude of particle displacementthat will occurat the origin,

0

v • - • •- = o-.• ½•o)

we define dimensionless variables

The first two are simple diffusionequations,and
u•
bz
ubthus bs and b, may be taken as zero, as they
Umax
pUm•
have no sourceterms to sustainthem. Only the
equationfor b, has a sourceterm and is coupled and now replace x by a dimensionlessvariable
/j, where/j = (xw/a•). The densityvariation (1)
with the particle motion. Consequently, the
may
now be expressed
disturbancemagneticfield is always parallel to
the applied field, and, like it, is a function of x
p(•)/p• = 1 -(7)
alone.
If we now introduce a time dependenceof

to order (l/q) •, where q is the number

e-*•' for all perturbationquantities,the last

q = /-tplW2/p
2

equation may be written as

d2bz
dx2

d

--iauwl
bz
+•xx
(U•Bo)
l

Equations 6 and 5 may be written

(5)

d2
a• + u =-lid
q • (•) +-

The x resolutesof (2) and (3) are

d

l• = I•1dx
d (b•Bo)

--f•= a• d•u.•.•
dx•.

i d2b

• + • (u•)- • a•
where

(8)
(o)

s is the other perturbation number
s = (•?.•/w).
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The parameter s has a simple relationship
with the ratio of the elasticwavelengthk to the
electromagneticskin depth $, given by s -(•/•)
(XV•').

SMYLIE

of solutionu• -- 0, b• -- (3i -- •)e •.
Equating coefficientsof l/q:

d•u•

tive size of the elastic phase velocity and the
increasein Alfv•n velocity over a typical disrance.Thus q -- (a•2/V•2), where V• is the magnetohydrodynamic wave velocity in a field
strengthof pX/2•-.
In the case we are considering,the elastic
wave is only slightly perturbed and the conductivity is very high, so that both s and q are
large. In part•_cular,in what follows,we assume
1

•>1>1>•>1>_•...
s
q
s
sq

d

•

W + u.o
= •(•o)+ •uo

The parameter q gives a measure of the rela-

d

• = -•-•(u•)
of solution

U2

•

i

35.i ) it
•j4•it
•]e

Equating coefficientsof l/d:

q

(du•/a•" + u• = o

and seek solutions of the form

• = i(a••/ae •
U3

U4

u = Uo•- u__•
•_ u_•?
•_-5
•- --• '"
s
q
s
sq

(10)

b= boq-b__•
_1_
b_2_}_
b_$•.
q_b_4
_1_
...
s
q
s
sq

(11)

These expressionsare substitutedinto (8) and
(9), and coefficientsof similar powers in the
perturbationquantitiesare equat.
ed. The following set of simple differential equationsis obtained, the membersof which are solvedconsecutively.
Equating coefficientsof unperturbedterms:

(•'o/•'

+ Uo= o

of solutionu• = 0, b• = (5 -• i•)e •.
Equating coefficients
of 1/sq:
d

(a•JW)+ u4= •
d

dsb•.

of solutionu,: [(U2) + i• • -- (•/6)]e '•, and
so on. As wouldbe expected,
m and u• are zero,
becausethe propagationof the elasticwave is
not affectedmerely by the existenceof finite
electricalconductivity.
Collectingthe different terms in (10) and
(11), we have the solutions

d

•,o= - a-•(Uo•)
of solution,taking the positivelytravelingwave,

Uo= eit

(12)

bo= --(1 -}- i•)e•e

(13)

These solutionsrepresent the limiting case of
infinite conductivitywith the magneticfield so
weak that the elasticwave is not perturbedat
all. The followingterms representthe perturbation of this limiting case.
Equating coefficientsof 1/s:

(a••/a• ') + u, = o
d2bo
2

u= •+•

-•

-Xe•

+• +i•2•) ei• (14)
with termsin the bracketto order1/sq, and

b= --1--i•+3i--•e
8

with terms in the bracketto order 1/s, which
includes all the terms we shall need in this

paper. To the same respectiveorders of accuracy,the amplitudesof u and b are

[u[=l s• • 2s• 6sq (16)
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_Bo2(X)W2X
6c•

that causes
The physicalinterpretationof the different hasits originin the samemechanism
in a uniformfield. It may be comterms in (14) is facilitatedby considering
the dissipation
unit wave numberof uoin (12) to be perturbed paredwith Knopoff'sattenuationfactorfor an
by (k• + ik2), whereboth k• and k2 are small appliedfield of strengthB2,which,to the same
order of accuracy,is

and real. We would then have
u

--

e

i•+ik•--k•

Uo exp '---•--•--.•

i

= Uo 1 --

----e •(1 -]- ik• -- k•)
to the first order of k• and k• within the pa-

At any particularvalueof x, the rate of attenua-

rentheses.On comparison,we see that the

tion,d u/dx is the samefor bothfactors.

Two waves,--e • and --i•e •, are presentin
imaginaryperturbationtermsin (14) may be
(13)
for bo,and the terms in b• may be interinterpretedas a perturbationin wave number,
preted
as beingperturbations
in the phaseof
given by
each,due to the presenceof finite conductivity.
That is, to order1/s within the bracket,(15) is

k•- 8q 4q sq

so that the phasevelocitywith magneticfield
appliedis, to the sameorderof accuracy,

representedby

b - --e

(i•--3i/s)

ENERGY

i•--ils)

-- iSe•
FLUX

c•-a• 1-- •qq
-]-4q

To estimate the dissipative effects of the
applied
field, it is necessaryto considerthe
Becausethe definition of • involves the wave
energy
flux
carried by the wave, that is, the
number,thereis thus a slightdispersion
effect,
energy
density
of the disturbancetimes the
the groupvelocityC beinggivenby
groupvelocity. Three types of energyare present, kinetic energy,potential energystoredin

c=1 (

1 3•
2 2•q•)
(lS)

the elastic medium, and magneticenergy. The
interflow of the wave energy between these
Similarlythe real perturbationtermsin (14) different forms is complicated;however, if we
may be interpretedas an attenuationfactor considerseparatelythe mean mechanicalwave
given by
energyper unit volume«p v]2 and the mean
4q

3•

1

8q

2sq

•
6sq

to order 1/sq.

It is interestingto examinethese terms one

magnetic
waveenergyperunitvolume(1/4) [b[2,

wemaymakean estimate'
of theenergy
flow
by addingthe flux dueto each.
Taking (7), (16), and (18) into account,the
mechanicalenergy flux is

by one.The first,whichis dominant,doesnot
1
representattenuationthroughenergydissipa- Si(•) ---''•plOg
tion becausethe finite conductivity,which con-

• sq
• •s's• (19)
ß(1
1-- •q 2q

trols dissipation,is not involved.Rather it
represents
energytransferredto the induced
magnetic
field.The nextterm1/2sqis in factan to order 1/sq within the parentheses.Using
amplifyingeffect,andweshallseethat, asfar as (17), the magnetic energy flux may be ex-

energyflux is concerned,
it is compensated
by

variationin the localgroupvelocityof the wave.

pressed

Both these terms have resulted from the pres-

;

enceof the gradientin the appliedfield. The
third term,which,as it occursin (16), may be
expressed

The total flux is therefore
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3 •q
3•
s(•)= «o•.•w•u•
•• + Sq

•3•)
(21)

The perturbationof the energyflux by the
magneticfield is now evident within the parentheseson the right-hand side of the last
equation.The term 3/8q indicatesthat at the
origin, wherethe appliedfield strengthis zero,
the wave carries more energy than a pure
elastic wave of the same amplitude, owing to

the presenceof the field gradient. The term
--(3•/sq) is the dissipativeeffect of the nonuniform field which we have been seeking,and
it may be comparedwith the remainingterm
--(•8/3sq) noted above as being the term re-

sutingfrom the 'uniformfield'effect.For a typical value of • of unity, the gradient effectis an
order of magnitudestrongerthan the uniform

from the 'uniform

field' mechanism. Then in

(20) someof the energy transferredfrom the
mechanicalwave to the magneticwave is lost
becauseof the diffusionpossiblein a material
of finite conductivity.The dissipativeeffectsdue
to the nonuniformity of the field are thus evident.

Finally, can we say anything more about
seismicwavesin the core? •Knopoffand •Kraut
have shown that the effect of a uniform field on

seismic waves in the core is negligible. The
particular nonuniformfield we have considered
has a strongereffectthan a uniformfield within
half a wavelengthof the origin. The importance
of the nonuniform field effect will therefore be

most pronouncedat long wavelengths,which in
the seismic case arise from the free oscillations

of the earth. However,the extremelysmalleffect
found by Kraut is not changedsignificantlyby
field effect. The gradient effect dominatesover an increaseof 1 order of magnitude, and the
a region extendingto 3/2• (roughly x/•) of a gradienteffectfoundherefor an infinitemedium
wavelengthon either sideof the origin.Outside is negligiblein the coreof the earth.
this region,the uniform field effectis dominant.
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